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Clinical Decision 

1. Clinical assessment: symptoms, signs, risk factors

2. Estimation of disease probability…pre-test probability

3. If reasonable probability exists - order test

4. Test may increase or decrease post-test probability





Case Vignette

Otherwise healthy 51 year-old woman presents to
physician with pleuritic right posterior chest pain
without dyspnea or hemoptysis.

Temperature 38.2° and pulse 102 bpm. Physical exam
reveals pleural friction rub over posterior right
hemithorax but patient is otherwise unremarkable.
Chest radiograph is normal.

Tx: Anti-inflammatory agent for presumed viral
pleurisy. Three days later, returns reporting dyspnea
and slight hemoptysis. How should she be evaluated?



Question?

What is the probability of pulmonary embolism (PE) :  

Low (0-20%)

Intermediate (20-80%)

High (> 80%)



Clinical Assessment of Symptoms, 

Signs, Risk Factors for PE:

Simplified Wells Scoring System

Findings Score*

- Clinical signs and symptoms of deep venous thrombosis (minimum of  

leg swelling and pain with palpation of deep veins of the leg)

3.0

- No alternate diagnosis likely or more likely than PE 3.0

- Heart rate > 100 beats/mins 1.5

- Immobilization or surgery in last 4 weeks 1.5

- Previous history of deep venous thrombosis or PE 1.5

- Hemoptysis 1.0

- Cancer actively treated w/in last 6 months 1.0

*Score calculated by summing predictor weights:  

Totaled scores are as follows: Low < 2; moderate 2-6; and high > 6. 



Designing a Diagnostic Test Study

1. Enroll patients with clinically 

suspected diagnosis – inclusion 

and exclusion criteria

2. Gold standard verifies disease status –

determines actual probability of disease in study 

sample

3. Actual probability = prevalence = pretest probability 

of all participants 



Designing a Diagnostic Test Study

=  100%

4. Accuracy: total number of true positives (TP) and 

true negatives (TN) for test, divided by total 

number of tests.

5. 100% accurate test contains no false positives (FP) or 

false negatives (FN):

TP + TN TP + TN_ 

TP + (0)FP + TN + (0)FN             TP + TN





PIOPED Study (1990)
1

Purpose: Evaluate usefulness of V/Q scan for PE

Actual PE probability: 28%

Scans read as:

+ High probability V/Q scan

- Intermediate probability V/Q scan

- Low probability V/Q scan

- Normal/near normal V/Q scan 



Purpose: Evaluate usefulness of V/Q scan for PE

Actual PE probability: 28%

Scans read as:

+ High probability V/Q scan

+ Intermediate probability V/Q scan

+ Low probability V/Q scan

- Normal/near normal V/Q scan 

PIOPED Study (1990)
1
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Two x Two (2 x 2) Table Notation

Disease + Disease -

+

_

Study Test

True Positive False Positive

False Negative True Negative

“Gold Standard”

28% 72%



Tested (n=881)

+ Disease

- Disease

+ Test (TP)

+ Test (FN)

- Test (FN)

- Test (TN)

Prevalence  (28%)



Sensitivity

Disease + Disease -

+

_

Study Test

True Positive False Positive

False Negative True Negative

Sensitivity  =  True positive rate or proportion of those with 

disease who test positive

=           TP

TP + FN



Table



Table



Specificity

Specificity  =  True negative rate or proportion of those without 

disease who test negative

=          TN

TN + FP

Disease + Disease -

+

_

Study Test

True Positive False Positive

False Negative True Negative



Table



Table



Positive Predictive Value

Disease + Disease -

+

Study Test

True Positive False Positive

False Negative True Negative

PPV  =      TP

TP + FP


• PPV = probability patient has disease if test is positive    

• If there are 0 false positives, a test has a positive

predictive value of 100%

• Increased specificity (lower false positive rate) increases PPV

_



Table



Table





• Not very sensitive for PE

• If positive, has high PPV (because specificity is high)

What can we conclude about a normal V/Q Scan?

What Can We Conclude About High Probability 

V/Q Scan?



Negative Predictive Value

• NPV = probability patient does not have disease if test is negative    

• If there are 0 false negatives, a test has a negative

predictive value of 100%

NPV  =    TN

TN + FN


Disease + Disease -

+

_

Study Test

True Positive False Positive

False Negative True Negative



Table



Table





Disease Status

Test

TP FP

FN TN

Sensitivity Specificity

TP / (TP + FN)     TN/ (TN + FP)

+ _

Positive Predictive

Value = TP / (TP + FP)

Negative Predictive

Value = TN/ (TN + FN)

+

-



Examples

(Low False Positive)     (Low False Negative)

High PPV                     High NPV

High Specificity            High Sensitivity

Disorder        Test

SLE                ds DNA             (               )                         (               )

SLE                ANA                  (               )                         (               )

SPIN       and   SNOUT
Get positives right                   Get Negatives right



Questions

• Elevator problem…
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Likelihood Ratio of a Positive Test

What are the odds that a positive test would be found in a 

person with the condition compared to a person without 

the condition?

LR(+)   =

True positive rate

False positive rate
=

Sensitivity

1 - Specificity





Interpreting a Likelihood Ratio:

LR Interpretation

>10 Strong evidence to rule in disease

5-10 Moderate evidence to rule in disease

2-5 Weak evidence to rule in disease

0.5-2 No significant change in likelihood of disease

0.2-0.5      Weak evidence to rule out disease

0.1-0.2      Moderate evidence to rule out disease

<0.1 Strong evidence to rule out disease

18.3 (95% CI: 10.7, 31.4)





Post-Test Probability = PPV

What is the probability of the condition given a positive 

test?

Can be answered in two equivalent ways:

1.  Post-test probability with LR times pre-test 

odds (Bayes’ Simple Theorem)

2.  Positive predictive value (PPV) using 

2 x 2 table notation



Likelihood Ratio of a Negative Test

LR(-)   =  False negative rate

True negative rate
=

1 – Sensitivity

Specificity

What are the odds that a negative test would be found in a 

person with the condition compared to a person without 

the condition?







Limitations of V/Q scan for diagnosis PE:

-High probability (116) or normal scan (131) = useful in 247 patients

-Intermediate (332) or low probability scan (312) = indeterminate in  

634 patients



Evaluation of Pulmonary Embolism 

High PPV High NPV

V/Q Scan High probability √

V/Q Scan Normal √

Pulmonary Angiogram √ √

Spiral CT Scan (          ) (          )

D-Dimer (          ) (          )

Leg Vein Ultrasonogram (          ) (          )



Measuring Diagnostic Procedures
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Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 

Curve

Extra:

• ROC Curve

• Area Under the Curve (AUC)

• C-Statistic (C: concordance)

• C-Index 

• Discrimination

• Accuracy**



ROC Curve

• Graph correlates true positives (sensitivity) and 

false positive rates (1 - specificity)

• Used in individual study when dealing with a diagnostic 
that is quantitative (continuous, e.g., blood pressures)

• Used when pooling a number of studies in a meta-
analysis, validation studies, or sensitivity analyses

• Greater area under the curve, the more accurate the test

• Provides accuracy for any binary outcome



ROC Curve:

Exercise Electrocardiography for 

Angiographic Coronary Artery Disease



Which diagnostic test2 – anti-CCP antibodies or RF– is 

more accurate in diagnosing rheumatoid arthritis?

.

--- RF

___ anti-CCP



If a test is 95% sensitive it would 

contain which of the following: 

(A) 5%   False positives

(B) 5%   True positives

(C) 95% True positives

(D) 5%   True negatives

A test with an 85% specificity means:

(A) 85% of patients with a positive test have the disease

(B) 15% of patients without the disease, falsely test positive

(C) 85% of patients without the disease  test negative 

(D) B & C are both correct

A test which is 100% accurate means that area under the ROC curve is 100%:

(A) True

(B) False

Disease Status

Test

TP FP

FN TN

+
_

+

-



If a test is 95% sensitive it would contain which of the following: 

(A) 5%   False positives

(B) 5%   True positives

(C) 95% True positives

(D) 5%   True negatives

A test with an 85% specificity means:

(A) 85% of patients with a positive test have the disease

(B) 15% of patients without the disease, falsely test positive

(C) 85% of patients without the disease  test negative 

(D) B & C are both correct

A test which is 100% accurate means that area under the ROC curve is 100%:

(A) True

(B) False
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Evaluating Diagnostic Test Article

1.    Test compared with acceptable gold standard?

2.    What is the prevalence of disease in study?

3.    What are the statistical test properties in study?

4.    Any potential sources of bias or variation?

5.    Test still relevant and are more validations needed?



Sources of Bias and Variation3

Population:  Demographic features

Disease severity

Disease prevalence

Test Protocol: Test technology variation

Reference Standard: Partial verification bias

Interpretation: Clinical review bias

Observer variability

*Confident about internal and external validity



Importance of Prevalence (extra)

• Low or high prevalence affects test performance; i.e., more false 
positives and false negatives - influencing horizontal 
calculations.

• Result in extreme prevalence can result in wide confidence 
intervals

• Knowledge or awareness of prevalence of a disease in your 
clinical setting is important in application of test(s)

• Prevalence or pretest probabilities in 20-80% range can 
generate reasonable shifts in post-test probabilities



• Prevalence:  2%

• Sensitivity:  95%

• Specificity:  95%

• Probability of disease given positive test: 19/(19+49) = 28%

ART OF STATISTICS

Sample (1000)

+ Disease (20)

- Disease (980)

+ Test (19)

- Test  (1)

+ Test (49)

- Test (931)



• Prevalence: 50%

• Sensitivity:  95%

• Specificity:  95%

• Probability of disease given positive test: 475/(475+25) = 95%

Sample (1000)

+ Disease (500)

- Disease (500)

+ Test (475)

- Test  (25)

+ Test (25)

- Test (475)

ART OF STATISTICS



Knowledge

• Example: CT and US to detect acute appendicitis in 

adults and adolescents.

(Prevalence)



What is the probability of the condition 

given a positive test? (extra)

General Medicine Clinic Specialist Clinic

14

615

102

149

16

820

18

26

41% 98% 41% 98%

Pre-test Probability:    5%

Post-Test Probability: 53%
Pre-test Probability:  29 %

Post-Test Probability: 88%



Limitations of EBM 

• Studies looks within specific context - need to take 
into account the variation between your patients and 
study sample

• Estimating and knowing pre-test probability takes 
practice, experience, and investigation



Key Points

• Actual Probability = prevalence = pretest probability

• Multiple statistical test properties can be confusing

• Limitations of EBM







Questions

1. Gold standard?

2. Prevalence? 

3. Best screening questionnaire, why?

4. Limitations/Bias?

5. Applicable to your patients?

• Final Example
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Probability of condition given a positive test: 

Bayes’ Theorem: P( A | B ) =       P( A ) P( B | A )

P( B )

? Or P(A ∩ B) / P(B)

Example:

P( A ) = probability of  PE, prevalence 0.28

P( B | A ) = probability of  patient with PE getting a ‘High’  classification, sensitivity 0.40 

P( B ) = probability of  a “High” classification, 0.13

(0.28) (0.40) =  0.86, some rounding error included

(0.13)



• Would the closes ratio of sen/spec to 1 = the best cut-off? Yes, 
this is like the X style graph to find the best cut-off (plotting sen
vs. spec)

• Optimal cutoff, provides maximized intercept on y axis.

• SPIN and SNOUT 



• Serial testing, Clinical Epidemiology page 56

Post-test probability = new pretest  probability

Next, new post-test probability = new pretest * LR



• Pretest Probability (i.e., population prevalence): 0.0001 

Pretest Odds: 0.0001 / (1 - 0.0001) or 0.0001

+LR (i.e., SEN/(1-SPEC)): 0.90 / (1 - 0.98) or 45

Post-Test#1 Odds also New Pre-Test#2 Odds: 0.0001 * 45 or 0.0045

New Pre-Test#2 Probability (not used): 0.0045 / 1 + 0.0045 or 0.0045

New Post-Test#2 Odds: 0.0045 * 45 = 0.2025

New Post-Test#2 Probability: 0.2025 / 1 + 0.2025 or 0.168

• Serial Tests Pre-test probability * +LR1 * +LR2 * +LRk; k= number of tests




